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Abstract

Fairness has become increasingly pivotal in facial recogni-
tion. Without bias mitigation, deploying unfair AI would
harm the interest of the underprivileged population. In this
paper, we observe that though the higher accuracy that fea-
tures from the deeper layer of a neural networks generally
offer, fairness conditions deteriorate as we extract features
from deeper layers. This phenomenon motivates us to extend
the concept of multi-exit framework. Unlike existing works
mainly focusing on accuracy, our multi-exit framework is
fairness-oriented, where the internal classifiers are trained to
be more accurate and fairer. During inference, any instance
with high confidence from an internal classifier is allowed to
exit early. Moreover, our framework can be applied to most
existing fairness-aware frameworks. Experiment results show
that the proposed framework can largely improve the fairness
condition over the state-of-the-art in CelebA and UTK Face
datasets.

1 Introduction
Machine learning has been applied in various fields and
has impacted our daily life in recent years. Many institu-
tions have introduced machine learning-based systems to
help them decide on administrative operations. Although the
machine learning model achieves accurate prediction, there
exists some bias in such an AI system (Mehrabi et al. 2021;
Dressel and Farid 2018). The discriminative nature of the
machine learning model will harm the opportunity of differ-
ent races, religions, and genders and thus tear society apart.

Several methods are proposed to ameliorate the bias
in machine learning models. Many of them (Wang et al.
2022; Zhang, Lemoine, and Mitchell 2018; Kim et al. 2019;
Ngxande, Tapamo, and Burke 2020) adopted adversarial
training to eliminate bias by training the network to learn
a classifier while disabling the adversary’s ability to catego-
rize the sensitive attribute. Disentanglement representation
(Creager et al. 2019) is another mainstream to achieve fair-
ness. It forces the latent vector of the sensitive group to be
independent of that of the target group and thus reaches fair-
ness.

In this paper, we observe that although features from a
deep layer of a neural network bring high accuracy in classi-
fication, they cause fairness conditions to deteriorate, and we
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will demonstrate this observation in Section 2. This finding
reminds us of the “overthinking” phenomenon in deep neu-
ral networks (Kaya, Hong, and Dumitras 2019), where ac-
curacy decreases as the features come from deeper in a neu-
ral network. This problem is successfully addressed through
multi-exit neural networks by introducing multiple internal
classifiers and treating high-confidence results from these in-
ternal classifiers as the final result. We conjecture that a sim-
ilar approach can be used to address the issue concerning
fairness.

In the proposed multi-exit framework for fairness, both
accuracy and fairness constraints are included when train-
ing every internal classifier to keep the fairness and accu-
racy from shallow to deep. Specifically, with early exits at
the inference stage, a sufficient discriminative basis can be
obtained based on low-level features when classifying easier
samples. This contributes to selecting the optimal prediction
for each test instance regarding the trade-off between accu-
racy and fairness.

To validate the effectiveness of our framework, we per-
form the facial attribute classification on CelebA (Liu et al.
2018) and UTK Face (Zhang, Song, and Qi 2017) datasets.
Experiments show that the proposed method significantly
improves the results from the baseline and different state-
of-the-arts in terms of the trade-off between classification
accuracy and fairness.

The main contributions of the proposed method are as fol-
lows:

• Extensive experiments show that although the features
from a deep layer of a neural network are highly discrim-
inative and thus bring high accuracy, they cause fairness
to deteriorate.

• We explore the use of multi-exit training framework to
deal with the fairness issue.

• We introduce a simple debias framework with high ex-
tensibility that could apply to different baseline and state-
of-the-art, and achieve further improvement.

• Through extensive experiments on different settings and
comparisons, our framework achieves the best trade-off
performances between top-1 accuracy and fairness on
CelebA and UTK Face datasets.



Figure 1: Equalized odds (EO) and accuracy (Acc.) for the
internal layers of the conventional ResNet on CelebA (a-b)
and UTK Face (c-d) dataset. Note that lower EO represents
fairer. (a) and (c) are the results using ResNet-18, while (b)
and (d) use the ResNet-50. T and S stand for target and sen-
sitive attributes, respectively. In the CelebA dataset, a, e, m,
and y represent attractiveness, bags-under-eyes, male, and
young, respectively. For the UTK Face dataset, A and E are
the Age and Ethnicity, respectively.

2 Motivation
As shown in Fig. 1, we observe that despite the features
from a deep layer of a neural network bring high accuracy
in classification, they cause fairness condition to deterio-
rate. We report the equalized odds (EO) and accuracy (Acc.)
of ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 on the CelebA and the UTK
Face dataset. We first trained a vanilla CNN, and froze the
backbone. Then, we trained 3 MLP classifiers with the fea-
tures from each residual module (i.e., Conv2 x, Conv3 x,
Conv4 x, Conv5 x).

For CelebA dataset, in the experiments of the ResNet-18
(Fig. 1(a)) and the ResNet-50 (Fig. 1(b)), both the equalized
odds (EO) and accuracy (Acc.) increase when the features
are extracted from deeper layers. When comparing the accu-
racy between conv2 x and the final layer in ResNet-18, the
final layer has improved 6% on average. However, the EO
also increases over six times larger on average. As for the
ResNet-50, the accuracy increased by about 16%, and the
EO increased more than eight times larger on average.

In Fig. 1(c) and (d), results on UTK Face dataset again
show a similar trend on the increasing EO and accuracy from
shallow to deep layers. The ResNet-18 (Fig. 1(c)) shows
a 47% improvement in accuracy with 1.7 times higher EO
from the shallow layer (conv2 x) to the deeper layer (Final
layer). As for the ResNet-50 (Fig. 1(d)), accuracy increases
about 52% and EO increases over 2.3 times.

As higher EO stands for larger bias (unfair) of the pre-
dicted result, intuitively, choosing the result at a shallow
layer for final prediction could ameliorate the bias condi-
tion of the model. Our extensive experiments demonstrate
that our observation could be applied to different network

architectures and datasets.

3 Related Work
3.1 Multi-Exit Networks and Early Exit Policy
The multi-exit network is designed by putting additional
loss constraints at internal exit branches (internal classifier)
to increase the accuracy at shallow layer. With the early
exit scheme, early exit branches reduce the computational
resource during the model inference time while enhanc-
ing the model’s accuracy. In the inference phase, the in-
stances will stop inferencing and leave the model from dif-
ferent branches following the pre-defined early exit rules or
criteria. BranchyNet (Teerapittayanon, McDanel, and Kung
2016) calculates entropy at each branch after obtaining the
result and exits if the entropy of the predicted result is less
than the threshold value. Shallow-Deep Networks (Kaya,
Hong, and Dumitras 2019) calculates the softmax score of
each internal classifier’s prediction and takes the maximum
probability value as the confidence score. Once the score ex-
ceeds the threshold during the forward passing, the instance
will exit from the branch prematurely.This model further
mitigates the “overthinking” problem of deep neural net-
works. (Schwartz et al. 2020) leveraged the early exit in-
ference scheme of (Kaya, Hong, and Dumitras 2019) and
applied a confidence-based strategy to the natural language
processing task. (Zhou et al. 2020) makes predictions using
adjacent layers and stops inference when the predicted value
of the internal classifier remains constant in a given infer-
ence unit times. In this paper, we borrow the confidence-
based early exit strategy proposed by (Kaya, Hong, and Du-
mitras 2019)to make sure the the early exit instance is confi-
dent enough to be correct. To our best knowledge, we are the
first work that leverages the early exit technique to improve
fairness.

3.2 Bias Mitigation Methods
Bias mitigation methods are designed to reduce the native
bias in the dataset to reduce the chance of unfair predic-
tion. There are largely three avenues for current debiased
strategy, including pre-processing, in-processing, and post-
processing. (1) Pre-processing strategies usually remove the
information which may cause “discrimination” from train-
ing data before training. (Kamiran and Calders 2012) use
different weight to neutralize the effect of the sensitive in-
formation in training phase and present the experiments re-
sult on real-life data. (Ngxande, Tapamo, and Burke 2020)
and (Lu et al. 2020) achieve fairness via data pre-process
methods including data generation and data augmentation.

In-processing method usually modify on-the-shelf model
architecture, loss function, and model regularization to
achieve fairness goal. Adversarial training mitigates the bias
through adversarially trains an encoder and classifier to learn
a fair representation. (Zhang, Lemoine, and Mitchell 2018)
adversarially cooperate a predictor and an adversary to re-
move the sensitive attributes from the representation. (Kim
et al. 2019) eliminated the correlations between extracted
feature and sensitive attribute to achieve fairness by unlearn



Figure 2: Illustration of the multi-exit training framework. lt and ls are the loss function related to target and sensitive attributes,
respectively.

the bias in the feature domain. (Wang et al. 2022) adver-
sarially learned a perturb to mask out the sensitive informa-
tion of the input images, and the proposed framework do
not need to alter the deep models’ parameters and structure.
Some regularization-based methods, such as (Quadrianto,
Sharmanska, and Thomas 2019) used Hilbert-Schmidt norm
to learn a fair representation that retain the features’ seman-
tics from input domain. (Jung et al. 2021) learned a fair rep-
resentation by distilling the fair information of the teacher
model to the student model with the Maximum Mean Dis-
crepancy (MMD) (Gretton et al. 2012) loss. (Park et al.
2022) introduced a group-wise normalization and penaliz-
ing the inclusion of sensitive attribute to mitigate the intrin-
sic unbiased condition of supervised contrastive learning.

Post-processing method aims to calibrate the model’s out-
put to enhance fairness. They need to use sensitive attribute
and prediction distribution to modify the previous distribu-
tion result. (Hardt, Price, and Srebro 2016) reveals the limit
of demographic parity and give a new metric to fairness,
equalized odds, and show how to adjust the learned predic-
tion. (Zhao et al. 2017) used Lagrangian relaxation to de-
signed an inference algorithm which reduces bias but main-
tain accuracy in the meantime.

In this paper, we focus on improving the existed in-
processing methods by introducing a general multi-exit
(ME) training framework. We compare the regularization-

based (Kim et al. 2019; Jung et al. 2021) fairness methods
w and w/o the ME framework. Moreover, we show that our
framework could apply to complex training structures; for
instance, the adversarial debias method (Kim et al. 2019)
and the fair contrastive learning (Park et al. 2022).

4 Method
In this section, we provide a clear definition of our goal:
overcoming the prediction bias of the deep neural network,
and we define our problem formulation in 4.1. Afterward,
in Section 4.2, we introduce our main approach, multi-exit
(ME) training framework and the early exit policy, which
allow us to improve the fairness of state-of-the-arts.

4.1 Problem Formulation
In the classification task, define input features X = x ∈
Rd, target class Y = y ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, predicted class
Ỹ = ỹ ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, and sensitive attributes A = a ∈
{1, 2, ...,M}. The goal is to learn a classifier f : x → y that
predicts the target class Y to achieve high accuracy while be-
ing unbiased to the sensitive attributes A. Several criteria are
proposed to evaluate the bias against sensitive attributes A,
and we will discuss the fairness criteria in our experiments
in Section 5.2.



Table 1: Classification results of the fairness (EO) and accuracy (Acc.) evaluation on the test set of the CelebA dataset. * denotes
our own implementation.

Methods T=a / S=m T=a / S=y T=b / S=m T=b / S=y T=e / S=m T=e / S=y
EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc.

CNN 27.8 79.6 16.8 79.8 17.6 84.0 14.7 84.5 15.0 83.9 12.7 83.8
ME-CNN 23.7 82.3 16.1 76.8 12.9 84.8 12.9 84.8 10.8 82.5 8.1 83.6

LNL 21.8 79.9 13.7 74.3 10.7 82.3 6.8 82.3 5.0 81.6 3.3 80.3
ME-LNL 14.4 82.2 13.1 72.7 7.3 82.8 5.5 83.1 2.7 84.0 1.0 82.6

HSIC* 19.4 81.7 16.5 80.3 11.2 80.8 10.5 82.6 12.5 84.0 7.4 84.2
ME-HSIC 12.9 78.8 15.9 78.7 3.6 80.9 3.2 82.2 7.8 83.5 4.1 82.0

FSCL+ 6.5 79.1 12.4 79.1 4.7 82.9 4.8 84.1 3.0 83.4 1.6 83.5
ME-FSCL+ 5.8 78.2 7.6 76.4 3.6 81.2 2.8 84.4 2.0 83.5 1.4 80.8

MFD 7.4 78.0 14.9 80.0 7.3 78.0 5.4 78.0 8.7 79.0 5.2 78.0
ME-MFD 5.8 78.3 11.4 79.5 2.6 82.1 3.3 82.6 1.4 81.9 1.5 84.2

4.2 Multi-Exit (ME) Training Framework

Fundamental to our approach is that although deep neu-
ral networks usually achieve high accuracy in the deeper
layer, the prediction would be unfair to the different sen-
sitive groups, e.g., race, gender, age, etc. This phenomenon
allows the possibility to select the result at a shallow layer
with high confidence to solve the unfair issue and maintain
the predicted accuracy. Our method is based on a multi-exit
training framework and an early exit policy similar to pre-
vious works (Kaya, Hong, and Dumitras 2019). The main
contribution lies in introducing the use of multi-exit to im-
prove the fairness of most state-of-the-arts.

As shown in Fig. 2, existing fairness approaches usually
contain two loss term, target classification loss lt and fair-
ness regularization loss ls. As most fairness research is done
under classification tasks, lt could be either cross-entropy
loss or multi-label soft margin loss, optimizing the training
data’s accuracy. As for the fairness regularization loss ls, it
is designed to remove the bias between two sensitive groups.

In our multi-exit training framework, we duplicate the loss
function, loss = (lt+λls), used in previous work into every
internal classifier (IC), lossIC = (lICt +λlICs ), and the final
loss is defined by the weighted summation of them, loss =
α1 · lossIC1 +α2 · lossIC2 +α3 · lossIC3 +αf · lossCLS ,
where λ is a hyperparameter that controls the trade-off be-
tween fairness and accuracy. As both features at shallow and
deep layer are included into the loss function, the model will
optimize to increase the accuracy and the fairness from shal-
low to deep naturally.

In addition, as introduced in Section 1, since we observe
that the fairness would drop at the deeper layer, it is recom-
mended to replace the prediction of the final layer with the
internal layer. Based on the heuristic that confidence indi-
cates the correctness of a prediction, we preserve both fair-
ness and accuracy during inference by allowing any instance
with high confidence from an internal classifier to exit early.
We pre-define a confidence threshold θ, and select the result
from the earliest internal classifier in which the confidence
is above the threshold. This early exit policy successfully se-
lects the optimal prediction in terms of the trade-off between
accuracy and fairness.

5 Experimental Settings
5.1 Datasets
In this work, we evaluate our framework on two facial at-
tribute datasets, CelebA (Liu et al. 2018) and UTK Face. The
CelebA dataset consists of over 200k images, each with 40
binary attributes. Similar to (Park et al. 2022), we set Male,
and Young as the sensitive attributes and select the target
attributes which have the highest Pearson correlation with
both sensitive attributes (Torfason et al. 2016). In these at-
tributes, we pick Attractive, Big Nose, and Bags Under Eyes.
We abbreviate the target attribute (T) and the sensitive at-
tributes (S), Attractive, Big Nose, Bags Under Eyes, Male,
and Young as a, b, e, m, and y, respectively.

UTK Face dataset consists of over 20k face images with
3 annotations, Ethnicity, Age, and Gender. We follow the
setting in (Jung et al. 2021) to set Ethnicity as the sensitive
attribute (including White, Black, Asian, and Indian.) and di-
vided the Age into 3 ranges (ages between 0 to 19, 20 to 40,
and larger than 40.) for the target attribute. For FSCL+, we
follow the original paper’s setting and set the Gender as the
target attribute.

To show a fair comparison, we follow the recommended
setting in previous works to divide both datasets into train-
ing/val/test. Results of the test set are reported and discussed
in Section 6.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics
Several fairness metrics are proposed to evaluate the de-
gree of fairness in classification task. Demographic parity
(Dwork et al. 2012) and equalized odds (EO) (Hardt, Price,
and Srebro 2016; Dwork et al. 2012) are two well-known
fairness criterion. We first define an input feature X ∈ Rd

with sensitive attribute A, ground truth target class Y , and
the predicted target class Ŷ . Demographic parity is satisfied
if

P (Ŷ = 1|A = 0) = P (Ŷ = 1|A = 1). (1)

The drawback of demographic parity is that the classifier
could achieve the fairness condition by adjusting the propor-
tion of correct rate of two sensitive attributes through mis-
classifying some instances. On the other hand, EO forces the



true positive rate and the false positive rate along different
groups to be equal, that is,

P (Ŷ = 1|A = a, Y = y) = P (Ŷ = 1|A = b, Y = y) (2)
where y ∈ {0, 1}, and a, b ∈ A. This metric addresses unfair
wrong prediction of the model, and therefore EO will be the
suitable fairness metric to evaluate our model. We calculate
the degree of EO by calculating the disparity of the TPR
and FPR alone different sensitive attributes as follows:

K∑
k=1

|TPR1
k − TPR0

k + FPR1
k − FPR0

k| (3)

where TPRa
k and FPRa

k are the True Positive Rate and
the False Positive Rate respectively of target class k and
sensitive attribute a, this equation can also extend to multi-
attribute cases. In conclusion, the optimal EO score becomes
0 when the True Positive Rate and the False Positive of each
target and sensitive class are the same. It indicates that a
lower EO represents the prediction is fairer.

5.3 Implementation Details
We utilize Resnet-18 as the backbone of every state-of-the-
art and the baseline CNN used in our experiments. In the
training phase, the data is augmented by random flipping, ro-
tation, and scaling before being fed into the model. The net-
work is trained for 200 epochs using SGD optimizer (Ruder
2016) with an initial learning rate set as 0.01. We attach three
internal classifiers at the end of each residual block. The in-
ternal classifier contains one adaptive average pooling layer
and a two-layer MLP. As introduced in Section 4.2, the mod-
ified loss function in the multi-exit training framework is a
weighted summation of the loss from each internal classi-
fier. Since we observe that the learning capacity of shallow
ICs are weaker than deep ICs. The coefficients, α1, α2, α3,
and αf , are set to 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, and 0.9, respectively. We
tune the confidence threshold based on the model’s perfor-
mance on the validation set and set the confidence threshold
θ = 0.85 for the early exit policy at the inference phase.

To show that our scheme can be widely applied to most
existing frameworks, we conduct experiments on four base-
lines selected from state-of-art approaches for fairness-
aware learning: LNL (Kim et al. 2019), HSIC (Quadrianto,
Sharmanska, and Thomas 2019), MFD (Jung et al. 2021),
and FSCL+ (Park et al. 2022). All the baselines are repro-
duced by following the recommended hyperparameter set-
tings of the original papers or resources.

Multi-Exit (ME) Implementation We apply our ME
framework on four state-of-art methods as below:
1. ME-CNN : The ME-CNN is our baseline multi-exits

framework. We apply cross-entropy loss to each IC with-
out any fairness constraint, that is loss = α1 · lIC1

t +α2 ·
lIC2
t + α3 · lIC3

t + αf · lCLS
t .

2. ME-LNL : For the adversarial debias method, we replace
g ◦ f in the original paper with ME-CNN. The loss func-
tion becomes loss = α1 · lIC1

t + α2 · lIC2
t + α3 · lIC3

t +
αf · lCLS

t + λ · Adv loss, and the model is trained with
an adversarial strategy. Adv loss is the adversarial term
for bias mitigation.

3. ME-HSIC : We use ME-CNN as the backbone and apply
the proposed loss term in HSIC to each IC.

4. ME-MFD : We follow the teacher-student training frame-
work in the original paper and use ME-CNN as the back-
bone. We first train a ME-CNN as our teacher model and
apply the proposed loss term in MFD to each IC in the
student model.

5. ME-FSCL+ : We first pretrain the ICs in a ME-CNN
backbone with the fair supervised contrastive loss in
FSCL+ together. Then, we fix the pretrained ME-CNN
backbone and train the linear classifiers of each IC to-
gether.

Table 2: Classification results of the fairness (EO) and ac-
curacy (Acc.) evaluation on the test set of the UTK Face
dataset. * denotes our own implementation. T and S stand
for target and sensitive attributes, respectively. respectively.

S=Ethnicity
EO Acc.

T=Age

CNN* 17.8 82.4
ME-CNN 16.0 82.5

LNL* 18.9 81.1
ME-LNL 16.4 81.9

HSIC* 16.4 79.4
ME-HSIC 14.9 78.5

MFD* 15.1 79.1
ME-MFD 13.7 83.1

T=Gender FSCL+* 3.7 70.1
ME-FSCL+ 3.2 70.0

6 Results
6.1 Comparison with State-of-the-art
In this section, we show the feasibility of ME training frame-
work on four state-of-the-art, LNL (Kim et al. 2019), HSIC
(Quadrianto, Sharmanska, and Thomas 2019), FSCL+ (Park
et al. 2022), and MFD (Jung et al. 2021), by comparing
the result with and without the ME training framework on
CelebA and UTK Face dataset in Table 1 and Table 2, re-
spectively.

For the CelebA dataset, in Table 1 we follow the sensi-
tive and target groups setting in (Park et al. 2022) and com-
pare our results with their reproduce results accordingly. The
ME-CNN is the baseline ME framework training without
any fairness constraint. That is, the loss function in each
internal classifier is lossIC = lICt . The ME-CNN frame-
work improves the EO in 20.3% while losing only 0.13% of
accuracy in average. In the comparison with different state-
of-the-art, our results achieve a 38.5% EO improvement in
average while keeping the competitive accuracy. It is note-
worthy that in ME-MFD and ME-LNL, our framework also
improves the accuracy by an average of 3.8% and 1.3% ,
respectively.

For UTK Face dataset in Table 2, we follow (Jung et al.
2021) to define Ethnicity as the sensitive attribute and Age as
the target groups. Compared with the CNN baseline, the EO



Figure 3: Visualization of the features of the CelebA dataset (T=a / S=m). (a) demonstrates the feature of the proposed multi-exit
training framework on MFD, while (b) are the features without using the multi-exit training. ICx represents the xth internal
classifier. CLSf stands for the classifier following behind the last layer. Since the MFD did not contain internal classifier, we
extract the feature from the same layers of ME-MFD, which are Conv2 x, Conv3 x, Conv4 x, and Conv5 x.

decreased from 17.8 to 16, which is a 10% improvement. As
for the comparison with different state-of-the-art, our results
achieve a 11.3% EO improvement in average. In addition, in
ME-LNL and ME-MFD, the accuracy also shows a 3% im-
provement in average. Since the FSCL+ (Park et al. 2022)
selected the Gender as the target attribute, we follow their
data imbalance setting to product the experiment. The bias
level hyperparameter N is set as 5, which means male data
is five times as much as female data, and the other sensi-
tive group has the opposite gender ratio. Performance com-
parison between FSCL+ and ME-FSCL+ shows that ME-
FSCL+ achieves a 13.5% improvement at EO than FSCL+,
where the accuracy is almost the same. Comparisons in Ta-
ble 2 successfully demonstrate that our framework outper-
forms all the baseline on the fairness score with a competi-
tive accuracy in UTK Face dataset.

6.2 Ablation Study of Multi-Exit Training
Framework

In this section, we establish the ablation study of apply-
ing a multi-exit training framework to the MFD (Jung et al.

2021). In Fig. 3(a), we visualized the representation of the
test instance from each internal classifier. Since the multi-
exit training framework optimized each internal classifier
(ICx and CLSf ) for high accuracy and fairness, we can ob-
serve a clear decision boundary between the attractive and
non-attractive target class. However, the features of the sen-
sitive attribute (gender) are mixed and uniformly distributed,
which indicates that the model remains fair.

In addition, we also visualize the representation of the test
instance from the same layer of MFD, which is the output
of each residual module of the network in Fig. 3(b). Obvi-
ously, since the intermediate feature does not pass through
any direct target optimization, both the target and the sen-
sitive attributes could not be easily recognized in shallow
layers (Conv2 x and Conv3 x). At the deeper layer, the loss
function maximizes the accuracy and minimizes the bias of
the sensitive group, the feature of the target group can be
clearly separated, whereas the sensitive attribute remains the
same. We also report the quantitative results of the experi-
ment mentioned above to show the feasibility of the multi-
exit training framework.



Table 3: Classification results of the proposed ME-MFD and MFD selected from each exit. ICx represents the xth internal
classifier. CLSf stands for the classifier following behind the last layer. Since the MFD did not contain internal classifier, we
extract the feature from the same layers of ME-MFD, which are Conv2 x, Conv3 x, Conv4 x, and Conv5 x. The fairness (EO)
and accuracy (Acc.) evaluation on the test set of the CelebA dataset are reported.

Methods T=a / S=m T=a / S=y T=b / S=m T=b / S=y T=e / S=m T=e / S=y
EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc.

ME-MFD

IC1 1.4 70.5 12.9 76.9 1.4 80.1 3.4 78.2 0.8 79.6 1.8 80.0
IC2 2.0 75.7 13.4 80.0 1.5 81.7 7.1 78.2 2.4 83.2 3.2 84.0
IC3 2.2 77.0 16.4 81.7 4.6 83.7 12.0 78.9 4.4 84.6 3.5 85.1
CLSf 13.3 79.9 23.4 83.0 17.7 84.6 18.0 79.2 12.2 85.3 9.6 85.3

MFD

Conv2 x 12.2 68.9 13.3 70.5 4.5 78.5 3.7 78.7 0.1 79.7 1.9 79.4
Conv3 x 16.0 73.2 15.3 75.3 19.1 80.0 10.9 79.7 8.4 80.8 3.7 80.3
Conv4 x 23.1 80.5 19.2 79.3 27.6 80.0 16.9 81.4 18.7 83.1 7.8 82.8
Conv5 x 23.1 81.3 15.6 79.0 12.5 80.7 8.0 83.0 13.1 83.3 6.5 83.1

Table 4: Classification results of the proposed ME-MFD selected from each exit. ICx represents the xth internal classifier.
CLSf stands for the classifier following behind the last layer. ME-MFD (EE) denotes the result of using the confidence-based
early exit algorithm. The fairness (EO) and accuracy (Acc.) evaluation on the test set of the CelebA dataset are reported.

Methods T=a / S=m T=a / S=y T=b / S=m T=b / S=y T=e / S=m T=e / S=y
EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc. EO Acc.

IC1 1.4 70.5 12.9 76.9 1.4 80.1 3.4 78.2 0.8 79.6 1.8 80.0
IC2 2.0 75.7 13.4 80.0 1.5 81.7 7.1 78.2 2.4 83.2 3.2 84.0
IC3 2.2 77.0 16.4 81.7 4.6 83.7 12.0 78.9 4.4 84.6 3.5 85.1
CLSf 13.3 79.9 23.4 83.0 17.7 84.6 18.0 79.2 12.2 85.3 9.6 85.3

ME-MFD (EE) 5.8 78.3 11.4 79.5 2.6 82.1 3.3 82.6 1.4 81.9 1.5 84.2

In Table 3, we compare the classification results of ME-
MFD and MFD selected from each exit branch. We re-
port the features of MFD at different residual modules (i.e.,
Conv2 x, Conv3 x, Conv4 x, and Conv5 x) and each IC’s
features of ME-MFD. The multi-exit framework improves
the EO by an average of 27% and the accuracy by 1%. Be-
sides, the EO of MFD increases from Conv2 x to Conv 4 but
drops at the last layer. This phenomenon is due to the Max-
imum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) constraint being imposed
at the last layer while there is no fairness constraint on the
features of shallow layers. ME-MFD regularizes the fairness
condition of each IC; as a result, the trend of EO score still
holds our observation in Section 2.

Experiments demonstrate the significance of using the
multi-exit training framework, which allows us to select pre-
diction at a shallow layer to achieve a fair and high accuracy
result.

6.3 Ablation Study of Early Exit Policy
In this section, we study the impact of using the proposed
early exit policy. Table 4 shows the fairness and accuracy
of the proposed ME-MFD selected from a different exit.
From the table, we observe that the IC1 obtains the smallest
EO and the accuracy, while the CLSf achieves the largest.
The increasing trend in both metrics indicates that there is
a trade-off between fairness and accuracy. Thus, the pro-
posed early exit policy independently selects the exit of each
test instance to preserve a large fairness improvement with
only a slight drop in accuracy. In the comparison without

using the proposed early exit (CLSf ), our method achieves
74.5% lower EO, but the accuracy drop is less than 1.7% on
average. The significant improvement demonstrates the im-
portance of deciding the exit for each instance, which also
shows that the proposed early exit algorithm is essential.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we first explored the problem that the fair-
ness condition deteriorates as we classify the features in
deeper layers. Then, we introduced the multi-exit training
framework, with high extensibility that could be applied to
many bias mitigation methods. With the confidence-based
exit strategy, we select the optimal exit for each test instance
to achieve both high accuracy and fairness. The extensive re-
sults and the ablation studies have shown that our framework
can achieve the best trade-off of accuracy and fairness con-
ditions compared to the state-of-the-art on two well-known
facial datasets.
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